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INTRODUCTION
ASSIGNMENT

Choose two websites
to analyze for this assignment. You will
be using the same combination of FEEL
and NEED as the prior assignment, but

as it relates to UX and
UI. User Experience (UX) is related to the

functionality of a site or
app. User Interface (UI) is the look and

feel of the site or app.
Something doesn’t have to be

aesthetically pleasing to be highly
functional,

and conversely, something beautiful
may not necessarily have ideal

functionality.

Netflix and Hulu are two of the world’s
most popular

television and movie streaming
services. Each provide near identical

services
with the only real differences coming

from price, original content and overall
selection.

SUBJECTS



NETFLIX WEB ANALYSIS
 



ANALYSIS- UX

FEEL- ENGROSSED, VALUED, STIMULATED
NEED- CREATIVITY, UNDERSTANDING, COMPETENCE

Netflix’s website interface makes me FEEL ENGROSSED,
VALUED, and STIMULATED because my NEED for CREATIVITY,
UNDERSTANDING and COMPETENCE are being met. Netflix
has a recommended for me feature based on previous
shows I’ve watched and enjoyed that is designed to point
me towards other content I will theoretically, equally
enjoy. That beings said I can also search for genres I am in
the mood for viewing and Netflix will provide me movies
that meet that genre and they think I will like. 



I can choose what I want to watch, check out what other
viewers are watching in the “trending now” or watch
something Netflix thinks I will like. The options for content
are seemingly endless and updated constantly, multiple
people can create their own profiles off one account and
yes, you can still rent DVDs.



ANALYSIS- UI

FEEL- CALM, GREATFUL, APPRECIATIVE
NEED- CONSCIOUSNESS, BEAUTY, EASE

Netflix’s website visual make me FEEL CALM GREATFULL and
APPRECIATIVE because my NEED for CONSCIOUSNESS,
BEAUTY and EASE are being met. Netflix’s dark background
is exactly how I like every app or website I interact
with: dark. Every site I use is switched to dark mode but
Netflix takes care of that for you and saves your eyes the
strain. The site also features an easy to scroll past system
that asks “are you in the mood for x,y, or z content” and
presents you with another option right under it.



Hover over each descriptive title presented in the
Netflix-chosen content sections and the menu will expand. Followed by
two arrows the options to “explore all” appears to view the rest of the
content that didn’t quite make the cut. One big negative from Netflix’s
visuals is that when you scroll through their site, visual previews for
content will play with sound automatically. This can get very
frustrating when it happens nonstop.



HULU WEB ANALYSIS
 



ANALYSIS- UX

FEEL- CALM, SPACIOUS, SATISFIED
NEED- FLOW, SPACIOUSNESS, REST

Hulu’s website interface makes me FEEL CALM, SPACIOUS
and SATISFIED because my NEED for FLOW, SPACIOUSNESS
and REST are being met. Hulu immediately presents you
with an ad for one of their original shows once you open
their page, which isn’t necessarily a bad thing if it was
something I would be interested in viewing. But
unfortunately it isn’t. Scrolling further you’ll find more
pitches for original Hulu shows and an option to keep
watching the shows that I abandonded.



Scrolling over the “browse” tab will you give different
genres to click on such as action adventure or romantic
comedy. Or you could simply use the other menu to select
shows or movies. Clicking on a genre will sort them into
sub categories such as “for you” or “most popular”. Hulu
does try to cater to your tastes but they make sure to not
overwhelm you with choices, which is refreshing.



ANALYSIS- UI

FEEL- LETHARGIC, ANNOYED, FRUSTRATED
NEED- CLARITY, CHOICE, BEAUTY

HULU’S website visuals make me FEEL LETHARGIC,
ANNOYED, and FRUSTRATED because my NEED for CLARITY,
CHOICE, and BEAUTY are not being met. Hulu’s background
is stark white, which causes a lot of eye strain when I’m
not already struggling to process the overly bright
thumbnails of every show or movie. Everything you want
to watch is difficult to find. Scrolling down the site will
show you various movies and shows thrown in
interchangeably so you’re never sure what you’re clicking
on to watch.



Perhaps the most frustrating feature comes from the
"unlocking" required to view certain content. Even though
you're paying for a Hulu subscription, some things require
additional costs to view. Too much blank space, bright
backgrounds and hard to navigate pages make this web
page too frustrating for its own good.



CONCLUSION

Netflix and Hulu both have good UX design with near
identical premises but Netflix pulls ahead of Hulu if only
due to its far better UI design. Easy to navigate and simple
to understand, Netflix will show you what you want before
you even know you wanted it and present it in an
aesthetically pleasing way. Hulu will force you to work at
something there's a chance you might enjoy watching
and force some eye strain on you while you work.


